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Matt says that he and the staff were 
very happy with the initial setup in April 
2017, and he is equally pleased to have 
seen students and staff alike getting to 
grips with Media Pod and using it more 
and more since its installation.
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“The setup process was extremely easy, and the Media Pod team couldn’t do 

enough to help make sure we were comfortable with our new platform” 

says Matt. “Once it was installed, they talked us through it and took the time 

to run comprehensive staff training. The entire process was very smooth 

and straightforward, and nothing is too much trouble for the support team. 

They are very responsive, and open to suggestions from the teaching 

community on ideas for additional product functionality.”



Video is used a lot at Birkenshaw School. Previously, once videos and other media had been created as 
part of the school curriculum, there was no central point to store and catalogue them. As a result, Matt 
says projects often ended their lives on CDs or DVDs that were lost or forgotten. With the
Media Pod media library, the school now has a safe environment to store and share media content 
securely within the school and with parents. 

“We now have a central point for all of the video content we 
produce,” Matt says. “Once content is uploaded to Media Pod 
we know it’s secure and it is also very easy to catalogue and 
archive. I can see that this is something we’ll use more and 
more as time goes on. As well as using the content created in 
school with students to recap on work done in previous terms, 
I can also envisage us revisiting work from previous years 
with new classes to show what is expected of them.” 

Matt says that a major benefit Media Pod has brought to the School lies in just how easy it has been for 
students to use and upload their own media. 

“We use video a lot here in our teaching. As well as stop motion animations, we have a Year 5 marketing 
project that involves creating TV adverts and movie trailers. We often film PE activities, too, so that 
students can analyse their game play and technique afterwards.

In the past, the job of transferring video 
from tablets to PCs for storage fell to staff – 
and Matt in particular - who would be left with 
anything up to 30 iPads at the end of a class, 
each needing to be plugged in, one at a time, 
to upload the content to a PC. 

By contrast, Media Pod allows students to 
upload content directly from a variety of 
devices into custom made folders. “Not only 
does this eliminate the need for unnecessarily 
complex processes, it also turns the uploading 
process from a time consuming staff chore 
into a task pupils can complete themselves – 
and learn from. Children as young as Year 2 
can easily upload their movie creations to a 
secure environment with very little adult 
intervention, which is a real boost to the 
learning process,” Matt says.
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“Our school model means that, as the ICT teacher, I’m involved in the creation of a lot of that 

video content but class teachers want to see the work, too. Media Pod makes this incredibly 

easy; anything I produce with a class can easily be shared with other teachers within the school. 

Pupils love this functionality, and so do our class teachers.”



Today’s students engage instinctively with digital content and it is a natural progression to harness the 
power of technology within teaching and learning. However, public video platforms present a variety of 
risks when it comes to use in school, with the potential to expose students to unsuitable content, 
comments, and unwelcome distractions, thus requiring close supervision that is almost impossible for a 
class teacher to oversee. 

As a safe, secure and fully 
password-protected platform with a 
variety of permissions and user 
settings, Media Pod gives teachers 
complete confidence in students’ online 
safety, and this is certainly proving to 
be the case at Birkenshaw School. 

“Our teaching staff feel a lot happier 
knowing that everything is secure and 
password protected,” Matt says. 
“They’re very wary of YouTube, and the 
lack of control it presents, as well as 
the risk of inappropriate content 
appearing. With Media Pod, we can let 
students loose to learn within a secure 
online environment, which is a huge 
benefit.”

Staff at the school are also finding the ability to source existing TV programmes and footage through 
Media Pod Connect incredibly useful to support teaching. 

Media Pod Connect allows teachers to easily browse and access a huge library of educational television 
and radio programmes, including the complete BBC Digital and Shakespeare Archives. Matt says 
teaching staff at the school are using it to access footage and programmes that complement lesson 
topics ranging from Ancient Egypt and Greece to the Titanic. 

And it isn’t just the staff who are using this functionality. Matt says that Year 6 students recently 
created online safety ‘infomercials’, which they then uploaded to Media Pod to share with the 
younger students, before using the quiz function to turn their videos into interactive resources. 
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“As well as accessing TV programmes, staff are also using Media Pod’s interactive tools to bring 

subjects to life. The quizzes are great as a teaching tool, for example the ability to stop a video 

clip and add a multiple choice question is so straightforward and really, really useful.” 



Matt says . “I didn’t understand the product’s full value until we started using it and discovered just how 
easy it is to use, how much it can support teaching throughout the school and how much time it is saving 
us. 

“Not only is it easy for students to use to upload video footage, it’s also very easy for staff to find 
external content through Media Pod Connect. So far, I haven’t heard anybody say they couldn’t find 
what they were looking for.  

“When you first read or hear about Media Pod, it’s easy to think that it’s nothing you can’t already do. 
But the truth is, Media Pod’s power lies in its simplicity. It simplifies tasks you’re already doing 
yourselves and saves an inordinate amount of time; it makes it very easy to find and catalogue 
relevant content for use in class teaching, and it opens up learning opportunities for students across all 
age groups.

“Even though we’ve been using Media Pod since April, it feels as though we are just beginning to find out 
all of the different ways it can benefit the school. The more we use it, the more we realise just how 
much we need it!”
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